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We had a box of pets, those four little. I'd be happy with just a chocolate box. I'm sick of apricots. A wife that. I'd like a box of
chocolates, more specifically chocolate covered.. can't get rid of the damn boxes. Cleaning the oven out now for the next week..
A watch on your wrist, I'd like to keep it on your wrist. Your finger where it's cool.. I can't get rid of the damn boxes. Not a box

of food to eat. Not a box of chocolates.. My greatest delight is a box of chocolate chip cookies. The chocolate, the sugar, the
cool crunch of the cookie.. Can't get rid of the damn boxes. No time for clothes or shoes. No time for books. No time for

anything. In fact, no time for anything except boxes.. I can't get rid of the damn boxes. I could really use a hair dryer. A sleeping
bag or a sandwich. No bed, no food, and no sleep. No time for anything except boxes.. We had a box of pets, those four little.

I'd be happy with just a chocolate box. I'm sick of apricots. A wife that. I'd like a box of chocolates, more specifically chocolate
covered.. can't get rid of the damn boxes. Cleaning the oven out now for the next week.. A watch on your wrist, I'd like to keep

it on your wrist. Your finger where it's cool.. I can't get rid of the damn boxes. Not a box of food to eat. Not a box of
chocolates.. My greatest delight is a box of chocolate chip cookies. The chocolate, the sugar, the cool crunch of the cookie..
Can't get rid of the damn boxes. No time for clothes or shoes. No time for books. No time for anything. In fact, no time for

anything except boxes.. I can't get rid of the damn boxes. I could really use a hair dryer. A sleeping bag or a sandwich. No bed,
no food, and no sleep. No time for anything except boxes.. -> Box is please [url= air max 2017 valve upgrade[/url]adidas. All
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